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Seventh Annual WCN 4th of July Parade and Picnic 
The rain held off until well after the festivities, which were a kick again this year. 
A cloudy morning kept the 
temperature below normal, but the 
humidity was pretty close to as high as 
possible and breezes were skimpy so 
any activity increased body heat 
quickly. Regardless, the show went on 
as planned. An enthusiastic crowd 
made up of people with ages from 
months to nineties congregated in the 

shady front yard of the Klumpp family, itself composed of kids and their 
grandfolks who pitched in to make the occasion grand. The yard was 
filled with chairs, tables, hammocks and – mostly – people. Where in 
the world did the Klumpps find all those chairs? 

Leading the parade, neighbor and “piper” 
Philip Bates started us up the hill on 
Indianhead just before 11:00 o’clock, playing various selections on his bagpipe - all of 
which sounded like appropriate marches - and kept things flowing smoothly if not 
orderly (Let’s face it, it would be impossible to get folks with such a large spread in age 
and temperament organized, and some are on bicycles, scooters or 
pushing or riding in strollers). Philip’s participation - which 
spontaneously provides leadership for the parade - has added 
immensely to enjoyment for participants and observers alike. 
Of course the spread for the picnic was a feast, as usual, including – 
new this year - fancy cupcakes and ice cream (now don’t you wish 
you’d come?). Joel and his dad did the grilling of “dogs” and the whole 

family helped people organize their plates. It was your own fault if you left hungry… 
As Yoda would say, “A blast it was!”, so let’s do it again next year with even more people, food, fun 
and camaraderie! You’ll get notices in your May-June newsletter and on social media, and you can 

make comments and suggestions anytime (on social media, to any board member 
(see page 6) or at WCNA.contact@gmail.com). 

About Philip Bates, Neighbor, Bagpiper andParade Leader 
Philip marched and played in the Allendale parade before joining ours, so you can imagine how much 
“body heat” (sweat) wearing his Highlander outfit and carrying those “pipes” produced. So he 
grabbed a shower afterward and returned to enjoy the picnic in civilian(?) dress (see left). 
Fortunately he has lived just down the hill on Cedar Valley Cove for about 15 years, so that trip 
wasn’t long, but the last part was pretty strenuous: That’s a steep hill!  
Philip is a member of the Capitol City Highlanders, Austin’s original pipe and drum band 
established in 1980(!). It is a tax-exempt organization dedicated to expanding awareness of the Great 
Highland Bagpipes and the Celtic culture through public performances and education; see 
https://www.austinbagpipes.com/. They perform individually and in groups, sometimes for free – as 
Philip did in our case – and sometimes for donations (For example, about 10 members marched and 
played in the Cedar Park Independence Day Parade. The band includes bass, tenor and snare drums 
and all pipers play the Great Highland Bagpipes).  
Philip also plays for birthdays, weddings, funerals and other special events (most recently at Pioneer 
Farms, the capitol and St. Edwards). He invites anyone who is interested in learning to play the 
bagpipe and/or being part of a pipe band to join the organization at their meetings every Monday at 
Resurrection Episcopal Church at 7:00 p.m. 

July 
Aug 

2018 
Join Us! 

Dues information is shown in this 
newsletter on the back page beside 

your address label. Mail address and 
PayPal URL are shown for paying by 

check or card. 
Social Media/Listservs: 

Yahoo: http://goo.gl/vU5wjL 

NextDoor: http://goo.gl/UbLiAu 

Facebook: http://goo.gl/4G41rS    

All ages participate: Can 
you find the youngest in 

this parade in the picture? 

 
Philip Bates leads the procession near the 
intersection of Oakwood and Indianhead, 

with the bicycle contingent and the “banner 
girls” close behind. 

Rocks? What 
rocks?

Philip got 
out of his 
regalia 

quickly, for 
obvious 
reasons. 
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The City and Us: Major League Sports, Taxes, and Traffic 
Two issues are dominating City business right now: Code Next and Major League Soccer (MLS). The one of most 
immediate interest to us is the sports one, as the organization that wants to bring MLS to Austin is insisting that it 
needs a commitment for use of city land very soon in order to get a stadium built and the team established in time 
for the 2019 soccer season beginning in March(!!). One reason the soccer issue is relevant to us is that – following an 
extensive search - the prime (and very possibly only) location identified for a stadium for the team on city land is a 
tract known as McKalla Place, bounded by Burnet Road, Braker Lane, the railroad track, and industrial property to 
the south. The property is the remediated site of a chemical plant, currently being used for storage. This is inside 
our District 7 boundary, and clearly would impact traffic in our area. This issue has generated a huge discussion on 
Nextdoor, in case you want to get into local opinions.  
If you want to get a good look at the site, watch Quail Hollow residents Lyndon and Mark’s flyover using a 
drone at https://youtu.be/gomPbfW68Q0: Thanks for a terrific video you guys! They’re on Nextdoor and have 
provided us the Screech Owl cam site for years.  
Here's the problem: The organization wanting to move its soccer team (from Columbia, OH) says it needs to start 
competition in 2019 or it is likely to go elsewhere. This is putting intense pressure on the Council to make a 
commitment for the property. Meanwhile other organizations have been developing plans to develop the same 
property with the expectation that they would be able to make proposals to the city, mostly involving purchasing the 
property for various kinds of development. To meet the “soccer requirements” would preclude accepting other 
proposals for development of the site, and our rep, Leslie Pool, is leading a group of councilpersons wanting to 
request the proposals from the other developers along with that of the soccer operation. 
At this point the city is entering into a negotiation with the soccer owner, Precourt Sports Ventures, with an August 
3rd date for a final proposal to the council and the 9th as a decision date by the council. In the meantime, however, 
any developer with an alternative proposal for the site can submit it for council consideration. Our council person, 
Leslie Pool, was hoping that a formal “request for proposal” would be issued that put all responses on the same 
footing, but the result at the marathon council meeting on June 29th seems to make submission of alternatives 
unlikely. The train may already have left the station… 

The can keeps getting kicked further down the road for many reasons, the most obvious 
because the issue is so complex. We tend to think of it as simply how the city will establish 

zoning within its boundary, and that’s basically it. But if you start thinking about details you’ll quickly realize how 
difficult and fraught the subject is. One of the primary drivers of changing the zoning process has been the desire to 
increase housing density within the city in order to reduce “sprawl” and its costs in time and energy, produce more 
pedestrian-friendly neighborhoods and allow more people to live closer to downtown where job density is highest. 
This can be done by allowing multiple “units” on current lots, more multifamily units, developing smaller lots with 
minimal clearance, etc. But this goal produces a natural split between residents who want to live close to central 
Austin and suburbanites (like us), with intense feelings by many on each side, even to the point that one group 
wants to force a public vote on any plan produced. Strong differences pop up at every point, including on the 
commissions responsible for evaluating the plan and on the City Council itself. It’s become clear that there’s no 
consensus about the current version, which runs to 1500 pages, and no clear way to get through the issues in the 
short time allotted, so we’re very likely to see the process stretched out much further with – perhaps – piecemeal 
adoption, and possibly public vote on it in November (of this or some future year).  

Code Next: 

But wait! There’s some good news: After campaign and other promises from state and local candidates and 
actual council members to do something about property taxes, on 14 June the council voted to increase the 
homestead exemption from city property taxes from 8% to 10% for fiscal year 2018-19 (see 
https://CommunityImpact.com). This is pretty miniscule (average about $28 per year) in the face of increasing 
housing appraisals – the median now over $300,000 – and the ongoing demand because of influx of people. But it 
still will hit city revenue by nearly $5 million.  

My collection of vintage kitchen utensils includes one whose intended purpose was always a mystery. It looks like a 
cross between a metal slotted spoon and a spatula, so I use it as both. When not in use, it is prominently displayed 
in a decorative ceramic utensil caddy in my kitchen. 
The mystery of the spoon/spatula was recently solved when I found one in its original packaging at a rummage sale. 
It’s a pooper-scooper. 
Patty Brozo, Green Valley, Arizona. (in Reader’s Digest) 
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That feeling of dust in your eyes at the start of July was because you had dust in your eyes. As you 
surely already know if you’ve watched any 
weather forecast during the period, most of it 
came from the Sahara Desert, a mere 5000 
miles from here. Turns out the dust pushed 
up to high altitudes – 5000 to 20000 ft – by 
very hot air interrupted by thunderstorms is 
carried by westward winds at these altitudes 
about every 3 to 5 days from late spring 
through early fall. The dust makes it into the 
Caribbean and southern Florida in many of 
these events, but makes it up our way 
sporadically. It can be pretty miserable when 
it gets as intense as it did this time, but 
there’s some good news: It almost surely 
reduces the likelihood of hurricanes. But then 
occasionally it causes one to become more 
intense and produce more rain. A cloud with 
every silver lining. Find out much more here: 
https://goo.gl/KzfGdR . 

Lost and Found Pet Resources in Austin 
by Valerie Henson, Pack Team 4 Dog Rescues, Walnut Creek Neighborhood 

If your dog or cat is LOST, there are several steps that you will want to execute: 
1) Join and post about your missing dog at Austin Lost and Found Pets Page on Facebook. 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/austinlostandfoundpets/  
2) Post on Austin Craig’s List Lost & Found. https://austin.craigslist.org/search/laf  
3) Visit the Austin Animal Center Mon.-Fri. 11am-7pm, Sat.-Sun. 11am-5pm at 7201 Levander Loop Bldg. A, 

Austin, TX 78702 – (512) 974-2000. Animals are held only three days so be sure to visit as quickly as 
possible. Go once per day to look for your missing pet. View the online database at 
http://www.austintexas.gov/page/view-all-pets  

4) Search for dogs that were either called into 311 or submitted online to 311. http://311.austintexas.gov/  
5) Post large posters you can read. (Mary Stancil, Copperfield, noted that you can create a free flyer at 

pawboost.com that automatically notifies vets, shelters and members in your area.)    
If you RESCUE a dog: 

1) Post a sign in your front yard next to the street and write “FOUND DOG & YOUR PHONE NUMBER” do 
this if you found the dog in your neighborhood. The owners might be driving around looking for their dog. 
Keep the animal secure and safe in your home while searching for the owner.  

2) Take the dog to be scanned for a microchip at any veterinary office.  
3) If it’s after hours, and you can’t keep the dog overnight, please take to the Emergency Animal Hospital of 

Northwest Austin - 12034 Research Blvd. Austin, TX 78759 – (512) 331-6121, or South Austin Emergency 
Hospital - 4434 Frontier Trail, Austin, TX 78745 - (512) 596-3330. The receiving hours are from 7 PM to 7 
AM. *Warning* the dog will go to the shelter in the morning! So please continue to help by taking a picture 
and posting on the websites listed.  

4) Join and post about the found/rescued dog at Austin Lost and Found Pets Page on Facebook 

The brown areas indicate presence of Saharan Dust forecast from 
satellite data on Sunday, July 1st 

Watering Schedule for Homeowners 
Apparently we have enough water in the lakes not 
to have to worry about the abnormally dry 
conditions in Travis County at the start of 
Summer. We’re on the twice-a-day schedule – 
called the “Conservation Stage” - that’s typical of 
Austin during the early summer months, but this 
could change if we go into drought before Fall. 
You can check the status of restrictions at 
http://www.austintexas.gov/department/watering-
restrictions  

 

Are you an aspiring/budding writer, 
photographer and/or editor? Would you 

like to help generate/produce this 
neighborhood newsletter? It’s delivered 

every two months to every home in 
Walnut Creek Neighborhood, which 
covers from Braker to Walnut Creek 

and Lamar to IH35. 
Topics are unlimited, but competition 

goes to those likely to be of more 
interest to residents. 

Contact Pat Pitt, 512 837-6620 
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What we want most in this freaking heat: Cold, Ripe Melon! 
And here’s the problem: How do you tell if it’s ripe? Especially those fruits which won’t ripen much more 
than what they are when they’re picked: The melons of summer. Here are some clues, some of which I’ve 
verified, from Mother Nature News (MNN: https://www.mnn.com/food/healthy-eating/blogs/how-pick-ripe-melon ) 
Cantaloupe 
The color of cantaloupe is always tantalizing, but will it pass the taste test? When you cut into a cantaloupe and find 
the fruit hard and pale instead of juicy and orange, there's nothing you can do about it. You're stuck with unripe 
fruit. The California Cantaloupe Advisory Board has advice on how to pick a ripe cantaloupe:  

• Look for raised, cream-colored ridges (the part that looks like a net) over most of the cantaloupe (if one 
portion is lighter and has fewer ridges, that's where the cantaloupe touched the ground as it grew, and that's 
normal).  

• Make sure the melon is free of bruising. 
• The stem should be smooth, round and yield to light pressure. 
• The melon should have a sweet musky aroma. 
• If you aren't cutting into the cantaloupe immediately, store it in the refrigerator. If you only cut part of the 

melon, leave the seeds in the uncut part, wrap it tightly and store in the refrigerator.  
Honeydew  
Unripe honeydew can be a flavorless experience, but when it's ripe, it tastes divine. Don't judge honeydew by the 
flavorless chunks you've gotten in supermarket fruit salads. It's possible for honeydew to be ripe and sweet. In fact, 
it can be even sweeter than a ripe cantaloupe. Albert's Organics offers these tips on how to pick a ripe honeydew:  

• Don't pick a green honeydew; pick a white or yellow one. A white one is not yet ripe, but it will ripen over 
time on the counter. A yellow one is ripe.  

• Feel the outside of the smooth rind. Is it a little sticky? If so, that's a good thing. That means there's ample 
sugar and some is coming to the surface. 

• The blossom end (opposite of the stem) should give a bit when light pressure is applied. 
• The whole melon should have a strong, sweet smell. 
• If you shake a ripe honeydew, you may be able to feel the seeds rattling around. 
• A ripe honeydew should be stored in the refrigerator, and like a cantaloupe, it's best when cut right before 

serving. Leave the seeds in any uncut part, wrap tightly, and return to the refrigerator. 
Watermelon  
When choosing a watermelon to eat or to get juice for watermelon cocktails, look for these signs that the fruit is ripe, 
juicy and flavorful.  

• The field spot, the part where the melon touched the ground, should be golden, creamy yellow or orange-
yellow. White or green field spots mean the melon was picked before it was ripe. 

• The melon should be fairly symmetrical. 
• Make sure it's free from blemishes and bruising. 
• It should be very heavy. A watermelon that feels too light won't give you the flavor you're looking for. 

A note about melon safety  
 Keep little ones safe from possible salmonella poisoning in melons.  
Ripeness isn't the only thing you should consider when you're choosing a melon: Melons are one of the foods that 
may contain salmonella. While it's impossible to see salmonella or other contaminants on melons, there are some 
steps you can take to minimize the chance those contaminants will make you or your family sick. Michigan State 
University Extension offers these tips:  

• Don't buy melons with cuts, bruises or blemishes. 
• Wash all melons before storing or cutting. Any contaminants on the outside of the melon can be transferred 

to the fruit inside when the knife passes through the rind and into the flesh. 
• Wash your hands before cutting melons. 
• Make sure your knife and cutting board are clean. 
• Keep cut melon in the refrigerator or an ice chest so any germs that might be on the fruit don't have a 

chance to grow. 
• Throw away any cut melon that sits out at room temperature for longer than two hours.  
• Take any melon recalls seriously. There's currently a cut melon recall. The Centers for Disease Control and 

Prevention(CDC) says 60 people in eight states — Georgia, Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky, Michigan, Missouri, 
North Carolina and Ohio — have been infected with salmonella from cut melons, and 31 of those people have 
been hospitalized. The cut melon was supplied by Caito Foods of Indianapolis, Indiana, and has been sold in 
clamshell packaging at Costco, Jay C, Kroger, Payless, Owen’s, Sprouts, Trader Joe’s, Walgreens, 
Walmart,and Whole Foods/Amazon. These melons should be thrown away or returned for a refund. 
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Good news about fruit: Recent research has explained why eating fruit, which is a high-sugar 
plant, is better for us than those “man-made” sweets we’re so fond of. Dr. Robert Lustig, UCSF, M.D., 
Prof, researcher and “anti-processed food activist – has reported that, as you might expect, the answer 
is in the fiber content. The fiber found in fruit forms a lattice-like layer in the small intestine which 
prevents much of the sugar from being digested early in its journey, which prevents overloading the 
liver. It also promotes nutrients reaching the end of the small intestine more quickly, which promotes a feeling of 
being “full” more quickly. So eat your “whole fruits” first, despite the “no desert until you empty your plate”! rule.   
Note that the fruit with the highest sugar-to-fiber content is the grape! Who knew…? 
 
Poison Ivy is always around in these climes, but is at its 
most insidious in late Spring through early Fall when all the 
other green stuff obscures it, and when we’re more likely to be 
out amongst it. What we’ve all been taught is to look out for 
plants with three leaves in a cluster, which certainly is good 
advice. Unfortunately, that may not be sufficient to keep us 
from making contact with it. Besides other plants looking quite 
similar to it, it can look very different in different places and 
different seasons. The picture shows different leaf 
presentations it can have, and the pattern of three can be hard 
to pick out in many instances, at least until it’s too late. Your 
best bet to study up on the stuff is to go to https://www.poison-
ivy.org/, where you’ll find about everything known about poison 
ivy in an entertaining form. Including quizzes to test your 
knowledge – before and after you’ve scanned the site. 
 

Canopy Comments by Sharon Porter 
We have a new city arborist with responsibility for our area. She has been working on a new plan – 
under a new structure – for how Austin’s “urban forest” will be overseen by the city. Here is a brief 
version of the plan as is currently envisioned. 

A New Arborist and a New Structure  by April Rose, Urban Forest Health Coordinator 
The City of Austin plan for a neighborhood forest health assessment is still in development, but will have these 
elements:  

-Support neighborhoods to proactively manage their trees   
-Monitor location of oak wilt symptomatic trees 
-Notify community members who have trees with oak wilt symptoms, and those who live nearby to increase 
proactive management 
-Increase tree canopy cover across Austin 
-Promote best practices in oak wilt and tree health care to the community 

The process: 
1) A designated neighborhood contact will submit an Urban Forest Grant application for a forest health 

assessment. 
2) Upon approval they will contract with a qualified vendor to monitor the location of oak wilt, provide 

notification to property owners when oak wilt is observed on or near a property, and record additional forest 
health information.  

3) Upon completion of a summary report to the neighborhood, and the receipt of data, the contractor can 
submit their invoice to the Urban Forest Grant program for payment. 

4) The neighborhood contact person is responsible for communicating the results of the forest health 
assessment to the neighborhood. 

5) As available a City of Austin representative will attend neighborhood meetings to discuss this process, 
interpret the results, and identify next steps. 

 The good news: our neighborhood will continue to receive the services we valued so much from Chris Dolan in prior 
years, the services will now include, but not be limited to, oak wilt. Services will be directed toward our needs as a 
neighborhood, and the overall increase of healthy tree canopy. 
 To begin, we can start drafting an urban forest grant application to the City of Austin, hopefully by October. 
Neighbors can monitor neighborhood social media and our neighborhood newsletter for further updates. 

 
You can’t trust your eyes with this stuff… 
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WCNA Board and Officers 

Robert Meadows        President 
   339-0229                   robertl@meadows.com 

Theresa Jones         Vice President 
   832-0404            tjones72@austin.rr.com 

Pat Pitt             Treasurer 

   837-6620              s.pitt@earthlink.net 
Jill Leberknight 
    294-7296              
jill@agentjill.com 
Dorsey and Bunnie Twidwell  
     339-0412               bunnie@mail.utexas.edu 
Tasha Bowser  
    731-6863              Bowser.Tasha@gmail.com 
Christian Ninaud  

     971-7628               mtbrider007@yahoo.com 

Sharon Porter 

     656-7586        sharonmfporter1@gmail.com 

Clay Chip Smith 

     487-7777               clay@claychipsmith.com 

 

 

 

  

Support Our Supporters! 
Our advertisers help offset the costs associated with publishing and mailing our newsletter. 

Please patronize them! 
 

To place an ad, contact Jim Letchworth - jimletchworth@yahoo.com. The rate is $90 for the full year (six bi-monthly issues). 
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Housing Convicted Sex Offenders 
The following information was composed by WCNA board members and posted on the neighborhood social media 
sites. Registered Sex offenders who have been released under supervision (e.g. parole) must find housing in the 
general population, by definition. Where these people should live clearly is one of those “Not In My Backyard” 

issues, but it’s obvious that some must be in the general population to be considered released. 
Post incarceration/probation provisions for housing for sex offenders include an option to place them in homes in 
Austin neighborhoods, and currently several of these are within the Walnut Creek Neighborhood boundaries. How 
do we know this? There is a requirement to notify households within 500 ft of such a residence of the placement of 
high-risk Registered Sex Offenders (RSOs) in their vicinity, and some neighbors have received notifications of this 
type. Texas law requires adult and juvenile sex offenders to register with the local law enforcement authority of the 
city they reside in or, if the sex offender does not reside in a city, with the local law enforcement authority of the 
county they reside in. Registration involves the sex offender providing the local law enforcement authority with 
information that includes, but is not limited to, the sex offender’s name and address, a color photograph and the 
offense the offender was convicted of or adjudicated for. RSOs are required to periodically report to the local law 
enforcement authority to verify the accuracy of the registration information and to promptly report certain changes 
in the information as those changes occur. 
Why is it important to know this? Since 500 ft is not as far as these RSOs might go into the neighborhood, neighbors 
who were not notified by mail might find this knowledge helpful in terms of taking greater care for personal safety 
practices, such as child supervision, using a buddy system when walking in the neighborhood, setting alarm systems 
consistently when leaving home, and being alert to surroundings when working in the yard. It is difficult to get 
consistent and trustworthy information about supervision and monitoring of these residents. 
If anyone is familiar with professionals who work in this system, or how other neighborhoods have dealt with this, 
and can offer education to neighbors about managing a known level of risk of this type, please feel free to post on 
social media or notify a member of the Board of Directors of the Walnut Creek Neighborhood Association (see below) 
for follow-up. More information about the Texas Sex Offender Registration Program can be found here: 

https://www.dps.texas.gov/administration/crime_records/pages/sexoffender.htm  

Austin City Council 

Mayor Steve Adler, 512-978-2100 
Steve.Adler@austintexas.gov 
Ora Houston, 512-978-2101 
Ora.Houston@austintexas.gov 
Delia Garza, 512-978-2102  
Delia.Garza@austintexas.gov 
Sabino “Pio” Renteria, 512-978-2103 
Sabino.Renteria@austintexas.gov 
Greg Casar, 512-978-2104 
Gregorio.Casar@austintexas.gov 
Ann Kitchen, 512-978-2105 
Ann.Kitchen@austintexas.gov 
Jimmy Flannigan 
Jimmy.Flannigan@austintexas.gov 
Leslie Pool, 512-978-2107 
Leslie.Pool@austintexas.gov  
Ellen Troxclair, 512-978-2108 
Ellen.Troxclair@austintexas.gov  
Kathie Tovo, 512-978-2109 
Kathie.Tovo@austintexas.gov 
Alison Alter, 512-978-2110 
district10@austintexas.gov 
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EMERGENCY: Police, Fire, 
EMS, Animal Control: Call 911 
City: All services, codes & code 

violations, animal reports:  
Call 311 

[Get the phone app: Austin311 
on Google Play and iTunes] 

APD District Rep: Adam Soliz  
512 974-8143 

Adam.soliz@austintexas.gov 
County Constable, Pct 2   

Adan Ballesteros, 512 854-9697 
Adan.Ballesteros@co.travis.tx.us 

APD Animal Cruelty Unit Tip 
Hot Line: 512 978-0523 
North Austin Coalition of 

Neighborhoods newsletter/blog 
site: following general city & 

neighborhood issues and events; 
Read and comment: 

http://www.lovenorthaustin.com/ 
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Walnut Creek Neighborhood 
Association membership is open to 
any resident (owner or renter) or 
property owner within the 
boundaries, including perimeters, of 
the association described below.  
Membership dues are $15 per 
household for a calendar year. Send a 
check to:  WCNA ;  PO Box 82746;   
Austin, TX   78708-2746 
Dues notices and payment envelopes 
are included in the Nov-Dec and Jan-
Feb newsletters each year. 
Payment also may be made using 
PayPal: http://goo.gl/5iQIk   
WCNA News is sent to every 
household within the Walnut Creek 
Neighborhood Association 
boundaries: Braker Lane, North 
Lamar, IH-35, and Yager Lane. 
To contribute content to the 
newsletter, send contributions via 
email to wcna.contact@gmail.com or 
contact Pat Pitt, 512 837-6620. 
The opinions expressed in articles 
printed in this newsletter are the 
explicit opinions of the writer(s) and, 
unless explicitly stated, are not to be 
implied as the opinions of either the 
editor or the Board of Directors of 
Walnut Creek Neighborhood 
Association, Inc. 
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July 

11 Blue Recycle Container Picked Up: Curbside by 7:00 a.m. 
25 Blue Recycle Container Picked Up: Curbside by 7:00 a.m. 

28 Lady Bird Day - Free Admission at the Wildflower Center 
https://www.wildflower.org/event/lady-bird-day 

30 Bulky Trash Pickup, Monday until all picked up 

August 

4 Austin Duck Derby 
https://www.duckrace.com/austin 

4 Austin Back to School Bash 
https://www.austinisd.org/bash 

8 Blue Recycle Container Picked Up: Curbside by 7:00 a.m. 

10 Texas Tax-Free Weekend 
https://comptroller.texas.gov/taxes/publications/98-490/ 

18 Austin Pet Expo -  https://10times.com/austin-pet-expo 

18 14th Annual Bat Fest 
http://www.roadwayevents.com/event/bat-fest/ 

20 AISD First Day of School 
22 Blue Recycle Container Picked Up: Curbside by 7:00 a.m. 

24 Austin Home & Garden Show 
http://showtechnology.com/event/annual-austin-fall-home-garden-show/ 

27 UT Classes begin 

September 

3 Labor Day 

3 Austin Free Day of Yoga 
http://www.freedayofyoga.com/index.php 

5 Blue Recycle Container Picked Up: Curbside by 7:00 a.m. 
 


